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Random invariant manifolds provide geometric structures for understanding sto-
chastic dynamics. In this paper, a dynamical approximation estimate is derived for
a class of stochastic partial differential equations, by showing that the random
invariant manifold is almost surely asymptotically complete. The asymptotic dy-
namical behavior is thus described by a stochastic ordinary differential system on
the random invariant manifold, under suitable conditions. As an application, sta-
tionary states �invariant measures� are considered for a class of stochastic hyper-
bolic partial differential equations. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2800164�

I. INTRODUCTION

Stochastic partial differential equations �SPDEs� arise as macroscopic mathematical models of
complex systems under random influences. There have been rapid progresses in this
area.12,22,9,26,2,14 More recently, SPDEs have been investigated in the context of random dynamical
systems �RDSs�;1 see, for example Refs. 3, 5, 4, 8, 7, 23, 10, and 11, among others.

Invariant manifolds are special invariant sets represented by graphs in state spaces �function
spaces� where solution processes of SPDEs live. A random invariant manifold provides a geomet-
ric structure to reduce stochastic dynamics. Stochastic bifurcation, in a sense, is about the changes
in invariant structures for RDSs. This includes qualitative changes of invariant manifolds, random
attractors, and invariant measures or stationary states.

Duan et al.10,11 have recently proved results on the existence and smoothness of random
invariant manifolds for a class of SPDEs. In this paper, we further derive a dynamical approxi-
mation estimate between the solutions of SPDEs and the orbits on the random invariant manifolds.
This is achieved by showing that the random invariant manifold is almost surely asymptotically
complete �see Definition 4.1�. The asymptotic dynamical behavior thus can be described by a
stochastic ordinary differential system on the random invariant manifold under suitable conditions.
In this approach one key assumption is that the global Lipschitz constant of nonlinear term is small
enough.

If the invariant manifold is almost surely asymptotically complete, we can approximate the
infinite dimensional system by a system restricted on the random invariant manifold which is in
fact finite dimensional. That is, the infinite dimensional system is reduced to a finite dimensional
system, which is useful for understanding the asymptotic behavior of the original stochastic
system.19
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In this paper we first consider invariant manifolds for a class of infinite dimensional RDS
defined by SPDEs, then reduce the random dynamics to the invariant manifolds. When the invari-
ant manifolds are shown to be almost surely asymptotically complete �see Definition 4.1�, we
obtain dynamical approximations of the solutions of SPDEs by orbits on the invariant manifolds.
Almost sure cone invariance concept �see Definition 4.2� is used to prove almost sure asymptotic
completeness property of the random invariant manifolds.

Invariant manifolds are often used as a tool to study the structure of attractors,6,25 which
contain stationary solutions. As an application of our dynamical approximations result, we inves-
tigate the existence of stationary solutions of a hyperbolic SPDE in Sec. V. Specifically, we will
consider the following stochastic hyperbolic PDE, with large diffusivity and highly damped term,
on the space-time domain �0,2��� �0, +��:

utt�t,x� + �ut�t,x� = ��u�t,x� + f�u�t,x�,x� + u�t,x� � Ẇ�t� , �1.1�

with

u�0,x� = u0, ut�0,x� = u1, u�t,0� = u�t,2�� = 0, t � 0,

where � and � are both positive, and f �C2�R ,R� is a bounded globally Lipschitz nonlinearity.
Note that the stochastic Sine-Gordon equation �f =sin u� is an example. When the damping is large
enough, the existence of the stationary solutions for �1.1� is obtained by considering the stochastic
system on the random invariant manifold.

This paper is organized as follows. We state the main result on dynamical approximation for
a class of SPDEs in Sec. II. Then we recall background materials in RDSs and the existence result
of invariant manifolds10 in Sec. III. The main result is proved in Sec. IV, and an application in
detecting stationary states is discussed in the final section, Sec. V.

II. MAIN RESULT

We consider the stochastic evolutionary system

du�t� = �Au�t� + F�u�t���dt + u�t� � dW�t� , �2.1�

where A is the generator of a C0-semigroup �etA�t�0 on real valued separable Hilbert space �H , � · ��
with inner product �,·,	, F :R→R is a Lipschitz continuous nonlinear function with F�0�=0 and
Lipschitz constant LF is assumed to be small, and W�t� is a standard real valued Wiener process.
Moreover, � denotes the stochastic differential in the sense of Stratonovich. Suppose that 	�A�, the
spectrum of operator A, splits as

	�A� = �
k, k � N� = 	c � 	s, 	c, 	s � � , �2.2�

with

	c � �z � C:Re z � 0�, 	s � �z � C:Re z � 0� ,

where C denotes the complex number set. 	c is assumed to be a finite set. Denote the correspond-
ing eigenvectors to �
k ,k�N� by �e1 , . . . ,en ,en+1 , . . . �. By the above assumptions, there is an
A-invariant decomposition H=Hc � Hs such that for the restrictions Ac= �A�Hc

, As= �A�Hs
, one has

	c= �z :z�	�Ac�� and 	s= �z :z�	�As��. Moreover �etAc� is a group on Hc and there exist projec-
tions �c and �s such that �c+�s=IdH, Ac= �A�Im �c

, and As= �A�Im �s
. We also suppose that there

are postive constants � and  with property 0���, such that

�etAcx� � e�t�x�, t � 0, �2.3�
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�etAsx� � e−t�x�, t � 0. �2.4�

For instance, −A may be a strongly elliptic and symmetric second order differential operator on a
smooth domain with zero Dirichlet boundary condition.

Since 	c is a finite set, Hc is a finite dimensional space of dimension, say, dim Hc=n. For u
�H we have u=uc+us with uc=�cu�Hc and us=�su�Hs. Furthermore, we assume that the
projections �c and �s commute with A. Define the nonlinear map on Hc as

Fc:Hc → Hc,

uc � Fc�uc� = 

i=1

n

�F�uc + 0�,ei	ei,

where 0 is the zero element in the vector space Hs. The concept of random invariant manifolds
will be introduced in the next section. Let ��t�t�R be the metric dynamical system generated by
Wiener process W�t�, see �3.3�. We will obtain the following main result.

Theorem 2.1: (Dynamical approximations) Consider the following stochastic evolutionary
system:

du�t� = �Au�t� + F�u�t���dt + u�t� � dW�t� , �2.5�

where the linear operator A and the nonlinearity F satisfy the conditions listed above. If the
Lipschitz constant of the nonlinearity F is small enough, then this stochastic system has an n
dimensional invariant manifold M��� and there exists a positive random variable D��� and a
positive constant k such that for any solution u�t ,�−t�� of (2.5), there is an orbit U�t ,�−t�� on the
invariant manifold M���, with the following approximation property:

�u�t,�−t�� − U�t,�−t��� � D����u�0� − U�0��e−kt, t � 0, almost surely. �2.6�

Remark 2.2: The above result can be seen as a dynamical approximation for system (2.5). Any
solution u of (2.5) can be approximated by an orbit U on the manifold M���. In fact the function

U can be represented as uc+ h̄s�uc�, where uc satisfies the following stochastic equation:

duc�t� = �Acuc�t� + Fc�uc�t� + h̄s�uc�t�,�t����dt + uc�t� � dW�t� , �2.7�

and, moreover,

h̄s:Hc → Hs

is a random Lipschitz map; see Sec. IV. Here we also remark that h̄s depends on �, so (2.7) in fact
is a nonautonomous stochastic differential equation on Hc.

III. RANDOM INVARIANT MANIFOLDS

Now we recall the basic concepts in RDSs and the basic result on the existence of random
invariant manifolds for SPDEs from Duan et al.10,11

For our purpose we work on the canonical probability space ��0 ,F0 ,P�, where the sample
space �0 consists of the sample paths of W�t�, that is,

�0 = �w � C��0,��,R�:w�0� = 0� ,

see Ref. 1. Consider the following stochastic evolutionary equations:

ut = Au + F�u� + u � Ẇ�t� ,

�3.1�
u�0� = u0 � H .
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This equation can be written in the following mild integral form:

u�t� = eAtu0 + �
0

t

eA�t−s�F�u�s��ds + �
0

t

eA�t−s�u�s� � dW�s� . �3.2�

By the assumption of A and F, we know that Eq. �3.2� has a unique solution u�t ,� ;u0�
�L2��0 ,C�0,T ;H�� for any T�0 in the sense of probability. For more about the solution of
SPDEs, we refer to Ref. 9.

We now present some basics of RDSs. First we start with a driven dynamical system which
models white noise: �t : ��0 ,F0 ,P�→ ��0 ,F0 ,P�, t�R, that satisfies the usual definition for a
�deterministic� dynamical system:

• �0= id,
• �t�s=�t+s for all s, t�R, and
• the map �t ,����t� is measurable and �tP=P for all t�R.

A RDS on a metric space �X ;d� with Borel-algebra B over �t on ��0 ,F0 ,P� is a measurable
map:

�:R+ � �0 � X → X ,

�t,�,x� � ��t,��x ,

such that

�i� ��0,��= id �on X� and
�ii� ��t+s ,��=��t ,�s����s ,��∀ t, s�R+, for almost all ���0 �cocycle property�.

A RDS � is continuous or differentiable if ��t ,��: X→X is continuous or differentiable �see Ref.
1 for more details on RDS�. As we consider the canonical probability space, the driven dynamical
system �t can be defined as

�t��·� = ��· + t� − ��t�, t � R , �3.3�

where ��·���0 is a sample path of the Wiener process or Brownian motion W�t�.
For a continuous RDS ��t ,��: X→X over ��0 ,F0 ,P , ��t�t�R�, we need the following notions

to describe its dynamical behavior.
Definition 3.1: A collection M =M������ of nonempty closed sets M���, ���, contained in

X is called a random set if

� � inf
y�M���

d�x,y�

is a real valued random variable for any x�X.
Definition 3.2: A random set B��� is called a tempered absorbing set for a RDS � if for any

bounded set K�X there exists tK��� such that ∀t� tK���,

��t,�−t�,K� � B��� ,

and for all ��0,

lim
t→�

e−�td�B��−t��� = 0, a.e. � � � ,

where d�B�=supx�B d�x ,0�, with 0�X, is the diameter of B.
For more about random set we refer to Ref. 8.
Definition 3.3: A random set M��� is called a positive invariant set for a RDS ��t ,� ,x� if

��t,�,M���� � M��t�� for t � 0.
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If M��� can be written as a graph of a Lipschitz mapping,

��· ,��:X1 → X2,

where X=X1 � X2, such that

M��� = �x1 + ��x1,���x1 � X1� ,

then M��� is called a Lipschitz invariant manifold of �.
For more about the random invariant manifold theory, see Ref. 10.
In order to apply the RDS framework, we transform the SPDE �3.1� into a random partial

differential equation �random PDE�. To this end, we introduce the following stationary process
z��� which solves

dz + zdt = dW . �3.4�

Solving Eq. �3.4� with initial value

z��� = − �
−�

0

e�w���d� ,

we have a unique stationary process for �3.4�,

z��t�� = − �
−�

0

e�������d� = − �
−�

0

e���t + ��d� + ��t� .

The mapping t�z��t�� is continuous. Moreover

lim
t→±�

�z��t���
�t�

= 0 and lim
t→±�

1

t
�

0

t

z�����d� = 0 for a.e. � � �0.

We should point out that the above properties hold in a �t invariant set ���0 of full probability.
For the proof see Ref. 10. In the following part to the end we consider the probability space
�� ,F ,P� where

F = �� � U:U � F0� .

The following random PDE on the probability space �� ,F ,P� is a transformed version of the
original SPDE �3.1�:

vt = Av + G��t�,v� + z��t��v, v�0� = x � H , �3.5�

where G�� ,v�ªe−z���F�ez���v�. It is easy to verify that G has the same Lipschitz constant as F
and G�0�=0. By the classical evolutionary equation theory, Eq. �3.5� has a unique solution
v�t ,� ;x� which is continuous in x for every ���. Then

�t,�,x� � ��t,��x ª v�t,�;x�

defines a continuous RDS. We now introduce the transform

T��,x� = xe−z��� �3.6�

and its inverse transform

T−1��,x� = xez��� �3.7�

for x�H. Then for the RDS v�t ,� ;x� generated by �3.5�,
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�t,�,x� → T−1��t�,v�t,�;T��,x��� ª u�t,�;x�

is the RDS generated by �3.1�. For more about the relation between �3.1� and �3.5� we refer to Ref.
10.

We now prove the existence of a random invariant manifold for �3.5� as in Refs. 10 and 11.
Let dH be the metric induced by the norm �·�. Then �H ,dH� is a complete separable metric

space.
Now we briefly give an approach to obtain the random invariant manifold for system �3.5� by

the Lyapunov-Perron method; for details see Ref. 11.
Projecting system �3.5� onto Hc and Hs, respectively, we have

v̇c = Acvc + z��t��vc + gc��t�,vc + vs� , �3.8�

v̇s = Asvs + z��t��vs + gs��t�,vc + vs� , �3.9�

where

gc��t�,vc + vs� = �cG��t�,vc + vs�

and

gs��t�,vc + vs� = �sG��t�,vc + vs� .

Define the following Banach space for �, −���−�,

C�
− = �v:�− �,0� → H:v is continuous and sup

t��−�,0�
e−�t−�0

t z��s��ds�v�t�� � �� ,

with norm

�v�C
�
− = sup

t��−�,0�
e−�t−�0

t z��s��ds�v�t�� .

Define the nonlinear operator N on C�
− as

N�v,���t,�� = eAct+�0
t z�����d�� + �

0

t

eAc�t−��+��
t z�����d�gc����,vc + vs�d�

+ �
−�

t

eAs�t−��+��
t z�����d�gs����,vc + vs�d� , �3.10�

where ��Hc. Then for any given ��Hc and each v, v̄�C�
−, we have

�N�v,�� − N�v̄,���C
�
− � sup

t�0
LF��

0

t

e�−�−���t−s�ds + �
�

t

e�−−���t−s�ds���v − v̄�C
�
−

� LF� 1

� + 
−

1

� + �
��v − v̄�C

�
− . �3.11�

If

LF� 1

� + 
−

1

� + �
� � 1, �3.12�

then by the fixed point argument,

v = N�v� �3.13�

has a unique solution v*�t ,� ;���C�
−. Let hs�� ,��=�sv*�0,� ;��. Then
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hs��,�� = �
−�

0

e−As�+��
0z�����d�gs����,v*��,�;���d� . �3.14�

hs�0,��=0 and hs is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant CLF; C�0 is a positive con-
stant. Then we have the following result about the existence of random invariant manifold for the
RDS ��t ,�� generated by �3.5�. For the detailed proof see Ref. 11.

Lemma 3.4: Suppose the assumptions on A and F in Sec. II and condition (3.12) hold. Then

there exists a Lipschitz continuous random invariant manifold M̃��� for ��t ,�� which is given by

M̃���= ��+hs�� ,�� :��Hc�.
Then by the transform T, as defined in �3.6�, we have the following conclusion.

Lemma 3.5: (Invariant manifold for SPDE) M���=T−1�� ,M̃���� is a Lipschitz continuous
random invariant manifold for the SPDE (3.1).

Remark 3.6: Note that M��� is independent of the choice of �.

IV. DYNAMICAL APPROXIMATIONS

In this section we prove Theorem 2.1 by showing that the invariant manifold obtained in the
last section has the almost sure asymptotic completeness property. Then the dynamical behavior of
�3.5� is determined by the system restricted on the invariant manifold.

The following concept is important in the study of the dynamical approximations of SPDEs.
Definition 4.1: (Almost sure asymptotic completeness) Let M��� be an invariant manifold for

a RDS ��t ,��. The invariant manifold M is called almost surely asymptotically complete if for
every x�H, there exists y�M��� such that

���t,��x − ��t,��y� � D����x − y�e−kt, t � 0,

for almost all ���, where k is some positive constant and D is a positive random variable.
Now we introduce the almost sure cone invariance concept. For a positive random variable �,

define the following random set:

C� ª ��v,�� � H � �:��sv� � ������cv�� ,

and the fiber C�������= �v : �v ,���C�� is called random cone. For a given RDS ��t ,��, we give
the following definition.

Definition 4.2: (Almost sure cone invariance) For a random cone C�������, there is a random

variable �̄�� almost surely such that for all x, y�H,

x − y � C�������

implies

��t,��x − ��t,��y � C�̄��t����t�� for almost all � � � .

Then the RDS ��t ,�� has the cone invariance property for the cone C�������.
Remark 4.3: Both asymptotic completeness and cone invariance are important tools to study

the inertial manifold of deterministic infinite dimensional systems.20,21,16 Here we modified both
concepts for random systems.

Remark 4.4: Almost sure asymptotic completeness describes the attracting property of M���
for RDS ��t ,��. When this property holds, the infinite dimensional system ��t ,�� can be reduced
to a finite dimensional system on M���, and the asymptotic behavior of ��t ,�� can be determined
by that of the reduced system on M���.

For the RDS ��t ,�� generated by the random PDE �3.5�, we have the following result.
Lemma 4.5: For small Lipschitz constant LF, RDS ��t ,�� possesses the cone invariance

property for a cone with a deterministic positive constant �. Moreover if there exists t0�0 such
that x, y�H and
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��t0,��x − ��t0,��y � C���t0
�� ,

then

���t,��x − ��t,��y� � D���e−kt�x − y�, 0 � t � t0,

where D��� is a positive tempered random variable and k=−LF−�−1LF�0.
Note that the smallness condition on the Lipschitz constant LF is specifically defined in �4.5�

below.
Proof: Let v, v̄ be two solutions of �3.5� and p=vc− v̄c, q=vs− v̄s; then

ṗ = Acp + z��t��p + gc��t�,vc + vs� − gc��t�, v̄c + v̄s� , �4.1�

q̇ = Asq + z��t��q + gs��t�,vc + vs� − gs��t�, v̄c + v̄s� . �4.2�

From �4.1� and �4.2� and by the property of A and F, we have

1

2

d

dt
�p�2 � − ��p�2 + z��t���p�2 − LF�p�2 − LF�p� · �q� �4.3�

and

1

2

d

dt
�q�2 � − �q�2 + z��t���q�2 + LF�q�2 + LF�p� · �q� . �4.4�

Then �4.4� −�2� �4.3�, we have

1

2

d

dt
��q�2 − �2�p�2� � − �q�2 + z��t���q�2 + LF�q�2 + LF�p� · �q� + ��2�p�2 − z��t���2�p�2 + �2LF�p�2

+ �2LF�p� · �q� .

Note that if �p ,q���C���� �the boundary of the cone C�����, then �q�=��p� and

1

2

d

dt
��q�2 − �2�p�2� � �� −  + 2LF + �LF + �−1LF��q�2.

If LF is small enough such that

� −  + 2LF + �LF + �−1LF � 0, �4.5�

then �q�2−�2�p�2 is decreasing on �C����. Thus it is obvious that whenever x−y�C����,
��t ,��x−��t ,��y cannot leave C���t��.

We now prove the second claim. If there is t0�0 such that ��t0 ,��x−��t0 ,��y�C���t0
��, the

cone invariance yields

��t,��x − ��t,��y � C���t��, 0 � t � t0,

that is,

�q�t�� � ��p�t��, 0 � t � t0.

Then by �4.4� we have

1

2

d

dt
�q�2 � − � − LF − �−1LF − z��t����q�2, 0 � t � t0.

Hence
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�p�t��2 �
1

�2 �q�t��2 �
1

�2e−2kt+�0
t z��s��ds, 0 � t � t0.

Then by the property of z��t��, there is a tempered random variable D��� such that

���t,��x − ��t,��y� � D���e−kt�x − y�, 0 � t � t0.

This completes the proof of the lemma. �

Before we prove Theorem 2.1, we need the following lemma, which implies the backward

solvability of system �3.5� restricted on the invariant manifold M̃���.
For any given final time Tf �0, consider the following system for t� �0,Tf�:

v̇c = Acvc + z��t��vc + gc��t�,vc + vs�, vc�Tf� = � � Hc, �4.6�

v̇s = Asvs + z��t��vs + gs��t�,vc + vs�, vs�0� = hs�vc�0�� , �4.7�

where hs is defined as �3.14�. Rewrite the above problem in the following equivalent integral form:

vc�t� = eAc�t−Tf�+�Tf

t z�����d�� + �
Tf

t

eAc�t−��+��
t z�����d�gc����,v����d� , �4.8�

vs�t� = eAst+�0
t z�����d�hs�vc�0�� + �

0

t

eAs�t−��+��
t z�����d�gs����,v����d� , �4.9�

t� �0,Tf�.
Lemma 4.6: Let (3.12) hold. Then for any Tf �0, (4.8) and (4.9) has a unique solution

�vc�·� ,vs�·���C�0,Tf ;Hc�Hs�. Moreover for any t�0, �vc�t ,�−t�� ,vs�t ,�−t����M̃��� for al-
most all ���.

Proof: The existence and uniqueness on small time interval can be obtained by a contraction
argument, as in Lemma 3.3 of Ref. 10. Then the solution can be extended to any time interval; see
Theorem 3.8 of Ref. 10. �

Now we complete the proof of the main result of this paper.
Proof of Theorem 2.1: It remains only to prove the almost sure asymptotic completeness of

M̃���. We fix a ���. Consider a solution

v�t,�−t�� = �vc�t,�−t��,vs�t,�−t���

of �3.5�. For any ��0 by Lemma 4.6 we can find a solution of �3.5� v̄�t ,�−t��, lying on M̃���
such that

v̄c��,�−��� = vc��,�−��� .

Then v̄�t ,�−t�� depends on ��0. Write

v̄c�0;�,�� ª v̄c�0,��

and

v̄s�0;�,�� ª v̄s�0,�� .

By the construction of M̃���,
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�v̄s�0;�,��� � �
0

�

e−r−�0
−rz�����d��gs��r�,v*�− r���dr � LF�

0

�

e−�+��re�re−�0
−rz�����d��v*�− r��dr

ª NLF
��� � LF�v*�C

�
−�

0

�

e−�+��rdr � + � � 0 by the choice of �� .

It is easy to see that NLF
��� is a finite tempered random variable and NLF

����O�LF� almost
surely, and since v̄c�� ,�−���=vc�� ,�−���, by the cone invariance,

v�t,�−t�� − v̄�t,�−t�� � C����, 0 � t � � .

Let S���= �v̄c�0;� ,�� :��0�. Notice that

�v̄c�0;�,�� − vc�0,��� �
1

�
�v̄s�0;�,�� − vs�0,��� �

1

�
�NLF

��� + �vs�0,���� .

Then S is a random bounded set in finite dimensional space, that is, for almost all ���, S��� is
a bounded set in Rn and the bound may not be uniform to ���. However, for almost all �
��, we can pick out a sequence �m→� such that

lim
m→�

v̄c�0;�m,�� = Vc��� .

Moreover V��� is measurable with respect to �. Let V�t ,�−t��= �Vc�t ,�−t�� ,Vs�t ,�−t��� be a

solution of �3.5� with V�0,��= �Vc��� ,hs�Vc��� ,���. Then V�t ,�−t���M̃��� and it is easy to
check by a contradiction argument that

v�t,�−t�� − V�t,�−t�� � C����, 0 � t � � ,

which means the almost sure asymptotic completeness of M̃���.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Remark 4.7: This theorem implies that the random system (3.5) is asymptotically reduced to

the following random ordinary differential equation on Hc:

v̇c = Acvc + z��t��vc + gc��t�,vc + hs��,vc�� , �4.10�

where hs is given by Eq. (3.14). Thus the SPDE (3.1) is asymptotically reduced to the following
finite dimensional nonautonomous stochastic differential system on the invariant manifold Hc:

duc = �Acuc + Fc�uc + h̄s�uc���dt + uc � dW�t� , �4.11�

where h̄s�uc�=ez��t��hs��t� ,vc�.
Remark 4.8: From the proof of Theorem 2.1, we see that the dynamical approximation esti-

mate holds for the random PDE (3.5). In other words, we may apply Theorem 2.1 to random PDEs
like (3.5), as long as appropriate conditions are satisfied.

V. AN APPLICATION: DETECTING STATIONARY STATES

In this final section, as an application of Theorem 2.1 and its consequences, we consider
stationary solutions for a stochastic hyperbolic equation.

We intend to detect the stationary states of the following hyperbolic equation driven by
multiplicative white noise:

utt + aut = ��u + bu + f�u� + u � Ẇ in interval I, �5.1�

with
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u�0� = u0, ut�0� = u1, u�0� = u�2�� = 0,

where I is taken as the interval �0,2�� for simplicity, both � and a�0 are positive constants, and
W�t� is a scalar Wiener process. Moreover, f �C1,1�R ,R� is bounded with global Lipschitz con-
stant Lf. For example, f�x�=sin x, which yields the Sine-Gordon equation.

We study the existence of the stationary solutions of �5.1� by reducing the system to a finite
dimensional system on an invariant manifold, which is almost surely asymptotically complete. In
fact by Theorem 2.1, the dynamical behavior of �5.1� restricted on the invariant manifold is
determined by a stochastic ordinary differential system. The existence and stability of the station-
ary solutions of the stochastic hyperbolic equation can be obtained from that of the stochastic
ordinary differential system. A similar result for a parabolic system with large diffusivity holds.13

Let H=H0
1�I��L2�I�. Rewrite system �5.1� as the following one order stochastic evolutionary

equation in H:

du = vdt , �5.2�

dv = �− �Au + bu − av + f�u��dt + u � dW�t� , �5.3�

where A=−� with Dirichlet boundary condition on I. Note that Theorem 2.1 cannot be applied
directly to system �5.2� and �5.3�. However, by Remark 4.8, we can still have the same result as
Theorem 2.1 for the stochastic hyperbolic system �5.1�. This will be clear after we transform �5.2�
and �5.3� into the form of �3.5�.

First we prove that system �5.2� and �5.3� generates a continuous RDS in H. Let �1�t�
=u�t�, �2�t�=ut�t�−u�t�z��t�� where z��� is the stationary solution of �3.4�. Then we have the
following random evolutionary equation:

d�1 = ��2 + �1z��t���dt , �5.4�

d�2 = ����1 + b�1 − a�2 + f��1��dt + ��z��t�� − az��t�� − z2��t����1 − z��t���2�dt .

�5.5�

By a standard Galerkin approximation procedure as in Ref. 25, system �5.4� and �5.5� is well
posed. In fact we give prior estimates. We multiply �5.4� with ��1 in H0

1�I� and �5.5� with �2 in
L2�I�. Since f is bounded by a simple calculation, we have

d

dt
����1�H0

1�I�
2 + ��2�L2�D�

2 � � C�1 + �z��t���2 + �z��t��������1�H0
1�I�

2 + ��2�L2�I�
2 �

for appropriate constant C. Then for any T�0, ��1 ,�2� is bounded in L��0,T ;H� which ensures
the weak-star convergence by the Lipschitz property of f , for the details see Ref. 15. Let
��t ,��= ��1�t ,�� ,�2�t ,���; then ��t ,� ,��0��=��t ,�� defines a continuous RDS in H. Notice
that the stochastic system �5.2� and �5.3� is conjugated to the random system �5.4� and �5.4� by the
homeomorphism

T��,�u,v�� = �u,v + uz����, �u,v� � H ,

with inverse

T−1��,�u,v�� = �u,v − uz����, �u,v� � H .

Then �̂�t ,� , �u0 ,v0��=T��t� ,��t ,� ,T−1�� , �u0 ,v0���� is the RDS generated by �5.2� and �5.3�. For
more relation about the two systems see Ref. 15.

Define
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A� = � 0 − idL2�I�

�A − b a
�, F��� = � 0

f��1�
� ,

Z��t�� = � z��t�� 0

z��t�� − az��t�� − z2��t�� − z��t��
� ,

where −idL2�I� is the identity operator on the Hilbert space L2�I�.
Then �5.4� and �5.5� can be written as

d�

dt
= − A�� + Z��t��� + F��� , �5.6�

which is in the form of �3.5�. Thus by Remark 4.8, we can still apply Theorem 2.1 here.
The eigenvalues of the operator A are 
k=k2 with corresponding eigenvectors sin kx, k

=1,2 , . . . . Then the operator A� has the eigenvalues

�k
± =

a

2
±�a2

4
+ b − �k2, k = 1,2, . . .

and the corresponding eigenvectors are �1,�k
±�sin kx. Define subspace of H,

Hc = span��1,0�T sin 2x�, Hu = span��1,�1
−�T sin x�

and Hcu=Hc � Hu. Write the projections from H to Hc, Hu, and Hcu as Pc, Pu, and Pcu, respec-
tively. We also use the subspaces

Hc
− = span��1,�2

±�T sin 2x�, Hu
− = span��1,�1

±�T sin 2x� ,

with the projections Pc
− and Pu

− from H to Hc
− and Hu

−, respectively. Let Hcu
− =Hc

−
� Hu

− and Hs
−

=span��1,�k
±�T sin kx ,k�Z+ \ �1,2��.

Here we consider a special case that b=4� and �=a2 /4. Then the operator A� has one zero
eigenvalue �2

−=0, one negative eigenvalue �1
−=a /2, and the others are all complex numbers with

positive real part. Since ��1,�k
±�sin kx� are not orthogonal, we introduce a new inner product �see

Refs. 17, 18, and 24�, which defines an equivalent norm on H. For �u1 ,v1�, �u2 ,v2��Hcu
− , define

��u1,v1�,�u2,v2�	cu = 2��− Au1,u2	0 +
a2

4
�u1,u2	0 + � a

2
u1 + v1,

a

2
u2 + v2�

0
�

and for �u1 ,v1�, �u2 ,v2��Hs
− define

��u1,v1�,�u2,v2�	s = 2��Au1,u2	0 −
a2

4
�u1,u2	0 + � a

2
u1 + v1,

a

2
u2 + v2�

0
� ,

where �· , · 	0 is a usual inner product in L2�I�. Then we introduce the following new inner product
in H defined by

�U,Ũ	H = �Ucu,Ũcu	cu + �Us,Ũs	s

for U=Ucu+Us, Ũ= Ũcu+ Ũs�H. The new norm

�U�H
2 = �U,U	H

is equivalent to the usual norm � · �H0
1�L2�D�. Moreover Hcu and Hs=H � Hcu are orthogonal. The

new norm has the following properties:18

�1� �U�H=�2�v�L2�D� for U= �0,v��H.
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�2� �U�H��2a /2�u�L2�D� for U= �u ,v��H.
�3� In terms of the new norm the Lipschitz constant of f is 2Lf /a.

A calculation yields that, in terms of the new norm, the semigroup S�t� generated by A�

satisfies �2.3� and �2.4� with �=0, =a /2, and dim Hc=dim Hcu=2. Taking �=−−� /2, condi-
tion �3.12� for �5.1� becomes

8Lf

a2 � 1, �5.7�

which holds if a is large enough.
Define the space C�

− with z��t�� replaced by Z��t��. Then by the random invariant manifold
theory in Sec. III above, we know system �5.6� has a two dimensional random invariant manifold

M̃��� in C�
− provided a is large enough. M̃��� can be denoted as the graph of a random Lipschitz

map hs :Hcu→Hs with Lipschitz constant CLf /a. Then by Theorem 2.1, the dynamical behavior
of �5.6�, that is, �5.1�, is determined by the following reduced system on M��� which is a finite
dimensional random system:

d�cu

dt
= − PcuA��cu + Z��t���cu + PcuF��cu + hs��cu�� , �5.8�

provided a is large enough. To see the reduced system more clearly, projecting system �5.1� to
span�sin x� and span�sin 2x� by the projections �1 and �2, respectively, we have the following
system:

u̇1 = v1, �5.9�

v̇1 =
3a2

4
u1 − av1 + �1f�u� + u1 � Ẇ�t� , �5.10�

u̇2 = v2, �5.11�

v̇2 = − av2 + �2f�u� + u2 � Ẇ�t� . �5.12�

By the new inner product in H, define the following new inner product in R2 as

��x,y�,�x̃, ỹ�� = 2�a2

4
xỹ + �a

2
x + y��a

2
x̃ + ỹ�� .

Then projecting the above system �5.9�–�5.12� to Hcu by the new inner product in R2, we have the
reduced system

u̇1 =
a

2
u1 +

2�10

5
�1f�u1 + u2 + h̄s�u1,u2�� + u1 � Ẇ�t� , �5.13�

u̇2 = �2f�u1 + u2 + h̄s�u1,u2�� + u2 � Ẇ�t� , �5.14�

where h̄s=ez���hs.
Then the dynamical behavior of system �5.1� is determined by that of system �5.13� and �5.14�

if a is large. So if system �5.13� and �5.14� has a stationary solution, so does system �5.1�, and the
stability property of the stationary solution is also determined by that of �5.13� and �5.14�.
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